
Yuanjiagang Stadium, Chongqing, China
with acknowledgement to the China Civil Engineering Society.
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Choose the right expert and save a small fortune

At some time of our life, many of us will find
ourselves involved in a legal dispute that
could not only take up months or even
years of our time but could also cost tens
of thousands of pounds, let alone become
an intolerable burden on our health and
well being.

If we are a customer disputing the
quality of a product, a business owner in
dispute with a contractor, a neighbour
arguing over the boundary, a hospital
patient claiming that treatment was
inadequate, an employee who has slipped
on the factory floor or someone who has
been wrongly accused of committing a
crime, we will, sooner or later find ourselves
in a solicitor's office and possibly on our
way to Court.

It is at this stage or even before that the
expert comes into the process. A Court will
need to hear expert evidence as to whether
the claim is technically valid, whether the
factory floor was slippery or not, where the
garden boundary really lies, how well the
surgeon performed the operation; and how
much loss has been suffered as a result - all
these things need expert evidence and, as
in most walks of life there are good experts
and there are not so good experts!

The Academy of Experts was founded in

1987 with the objective of providing a
professional body for experts to establish
and promote high standards of excellence.
After twenty years, the Academy now has
around l,750 members and over 5,000
experts have attended the specially
designed Academy courses, ensuring that
they are up to date with the latest
standards and requirements. The Academy
is the UK representative in EuroExpert (the
Organisation for European Expert
Associations) and had a large input into the
hugely successful Civil Procedure Rules
and was instrumental in preparing the
Code of Guidance for experts adopted by
the Courts.

Members of the Academy cover
numerous occupations and work on small
as well as multi-million pound disputes.

The main advantage of making sure that
your solicitor uses an Academy approved
expert is that you will get an independent
'warts and all' expert opinion. The
Academy expert will not only describe the
good points of your case but also the bad
points. No stone will be left unturned and
the result will be an opinion that will enable
you, with the help and advice of your
solicitor, to make the right decision. If the
opinion is pessimistic you will be able to

extricate yourself from the legal process
quickly (when costs are fairly low) and if the
opinion is optimistic you will be able to
press the matter forward with confidence.
Indeed, in seeking an expert opinion, on a
matter that relates to a technical and not a
legal issue, prior to committing to a
solicitor, may well save what could be
wasted legal costs. If you do proceed you
will know that the Academy expert is
trained in presenting the expert evidence in
Court and that there will be no surprises. If
the opinion is lukewarm then you may wish
to exercise some give-and-take and reach
a compromise without going all the way to
Court. In which case the Academy could
advise you of the mediation process.

By insisting on an Academy trained and
approved expert you will almost certainly
reduce your overall costs in a legal dispute
and be able to relax in the knowledge that
you will be getting an expert who has only
one aim - to give you an absolutely
independent assessment.

The Academy of Experts
3 Gray's Inn Square
London  WC1R 5AH
Tel:  020 7430 0333
Email: admin@academy-experts.org
Web: www.academy-experts.org

SPEng
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The Editor Writes

Welcome to the Autumn 2007 publication
of the Bulletin in this issue we feature
articles on – Are there any "great
engineers" left in the U.K, Planning goes
into space, Pillar to Post, Legal
Developments – Heritage Protection

Reform and "Essential Engineering" with a
loose leaf Volunteer Form that I hope you
will be able to complete and return.

As always I do hope you enjoy this issue
of the Bulletin, and don’t forget, I am
always looking for new articles to publish,

so if you have anything I shall be pleased
to hear from you.

Brian R Dixon
BA, P.Eng.
President and Editor

SPEng

News from Council

Council met on Monday 16th July 2007 at
Northampton, the President took the Chair
and a quorum confirmed as present.
Minutes of the last Council were approved
and signed. The Chief Executive reported
the minutes of the AEEBC meeting held on
13th/14th April 2007 of which the Society
is an affiliate member.
Following discussions with the China Civil
Engineering Society, the President would
be forwarding a Mission Statement which
would be followed by an official invitation
to visit.
It was agreed that the Presidents
Luncheon would follow the A.G.M. on 26th
September 2007.

The Website has had a slight drop in page
views but continues to be well viewed, a
greater contribution of articles was
required.
There was nothing further to report on
Vice-Chancellors.
The Chief Executive reported that the
Administration was running smoothly and
that the Society Finances were slightly
under Budget, and that it was expected
the  Budget would be achieved for the year
end in December.
David Parratt referred to the report of the
sub-committee and his article on
"Essential Engineering", after discussion it
was agreed to include an article on

"Essential Engineering" in the next Bulletin.
It was agreed that the A.G.M. would be
held on 26th September 2007 at
Northampton at 12.00 noon, followed by
the Presidents Luncheon at 1.00pm.
Additional Reports were discussed
covering the Institution of Diagnostic
Engineers, UIDIP, SNIPF and the National
Society of Professional Engineers, USA.
The Bulletin Editor confirmed the
publication dates for the next 2 Bulletins
and agreed that future Bulletins would
include the issue date on every page.
Council would next meet on 26th
September 2007, which would be
followed by the Annual General Meeting.

SPEng

NOTICE OF AGM
The Annual General Meeting of the Society of Professional Engineers will be held at Lutyens House, Billing Brook Road,

Weston Favell, Northampton, NN3 8NW on Wednesday 26th September 2007 @ 12.00 noon.
Followed by The Presidents Luncheon @1.00pm at a nearby Hotel. All Members Welcome – RSVP.
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Council Elections SPEng

The President Writes

Hello everybody, by the time you receive
this Bulletin many of you will have had
your summer holidays, I do hope you
have had a good break possibly with your
family and friends, leaving your workload

behind for a week or two.
On Saturday 16th June 2007 I was

fortunate enough to be able to attend a
special day at Sandown Park Races with
members of the Freemen of the City of
London, of whom I am a member.
We arrived about mid-day for Coffee and
soft drinks in the Solario Suite, at
12.30pm Luncheon was served which
was excellent, followed by the seven
Races including the Paddy Power
Handicap Stakes and the Royal Bank of
Scotland Handicap Stakes, with
Afternoon tea being served at 4.10pm.

The last race was at 5.10pm and we
were on our way home by 5.30pm.
This was a truly wonderful experience

enjoyed by all.
I would like to mention the visit we are

hoping to arrange with the Officers of the
China Civil Engineering Society, we
continue to talk and correspond, and I am
about to let them have details of our
Mission Statement which they have
requested, and the list of other
Professional Bodies around the world
with whom we have reciprocal
membership arrangements.

Once all this has been completed the
formal invitation for them to come to the
U.K. will be forwarded to them.

Brian R Dixon, BA, P.Eng
President

SPEng

Members of the Society, particularly those
resident in the UK, are welcome to seek
particulars of becoming a member of
Council.

Council will be elected at the A.G.M. on
26th September 2007, there are a
number of vacancies, why not put your
name forward!!

Please give this matter some thought and
get in touch with the Chief Executive who
will be pleased to hear from you.

“To think creatively we must be able to look
afresh at what we normally take for granted” - George Kneller
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Smoke Free Vehicles

On 1 July 2007 new legislation banning
smoking in enclosed public places came
into effect. How does this affect
organisations that own vehicles used for
community transport?
The new law will require vehicles to be
smoke free at all times if they are used:
• To transport members of the public
• In the course of paid or voluntary work 

by more than one person-regardless of
whether they are in the vehicle at the 
same time.

If you manage smoke free premises or

vehicles, you have a legal responsibility to
ensure that the no-smoking signs are in
place.

Organisations will be responsible for
ensuring all staff, volunteers, members and
visitors are aware of the new regulations.

Please note the new no-smoking
legislation does not apply to
voluntary/community car schemes where
voluntary drivers using their own car give
lifts to passengers and are reimbursed at a
not for profit level. However, it is good
practise to introduce a no-smoking policy

that restricts smoking to occasions when
passengers are not being carried in the
car.

Smoke free vehicles will need to display
a no-smoking sign in each compartment of
the vehicle in which people can be carried.
This must show the international no-
smoking symbol at least 70mm in
diameter.

Organisations that do not display the
required signs in premises or vehicles will
face a £200 fixed penalty, or an even
greater penalty if the matter goes to court.

SPEng
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Beijing Exhibition – China

The Society was pleased to be represented at the Beijing
Exhibition – China in May 2007 by our Chief Executive David
Gibson, who was able to meet up with members of the Ministry
of Construction and Dr Teddy NG of Flaming 21 Ltd.

SPEng
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Dr. Teddy NG with David Gibson

Dr. Teddy NG, Flaming 21 Ltd

The crowds gathering for the Opening Ceremony

The military band

Members of the Department of Construction P.R.C., (Ministry of
Construction.) with SP.Eng Officers.
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Are there any great engineers left in the UK, asks SOE Chief

Where are the Brunels of our time?
SOE president Ian Ling is pushing for

engineers to stand up and be counted.
Brunel, Frank Whittle, Alan Turing, Tim

Berners-Lee, Nigel Gresley, Henry
Bessemer – Britain can boast some of
the best-known engineers as its own.
But how many great engineers do we
have today? Ian Ling addressed this very
issue at the end of June in his
presidential address for the SOE – a
professional membership organisation
representing more than 18,000
engineers and companies.

Ling said: "For centuries the engineer
has been the backbone of society and
has been the means by which the world
has progressed and developed. But now
do we recognise the engineer? Does the
average person know what an engineer
does in the same way that we know
what a bank manager, hairdresser or
journalist does for a living?"

During his time in office, Ian will be
pushing for all engineers – whether
members of the SOE or not – to stand
up and be counted, to be proud of their
work and say with confidence "I am an

engineer." He
commented: "We,
as engineers fail to
blow our own
trumpets. Almost
everyone knows
who Norman
Foster is – he’s a
great architect.
But it was an
engineer, Barnes
Wallis, who
developed the
principle that
allowed 30 St
Marys Axe, or the
gherkin as it’s
more commonly known, to be built.
When you look at   it, it’s obvious that the
work of engineers touches everybody’s
lives and contributes a significant
proportion to our economy and quality of
life. But without the great name to look
up to, who will inspire the next
generation to pick up tools and follow a
rewarding career in engineering?"

With the engineering industry already
beginning to follow the medical

professions need to import skilled
labour, the need to promote this field as
a valid career for today’s pupils and
students couldn’t be stronger. The SOE
has tasked itself over the coming year
and beyond to promote the field, and
help the country once again produce
Brunels, Whittles and Turings, through
its work as an education charity and
professional membership body for the
engineering industry.

SPEng

Articles for the Bulletin We are always looking for news of members and project articles for publication
in the bulletin, do you have something of interest, lets hear from you. Please supply articles up to 1500 words.
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London Olympics 2012 Way Ahead Says IOC President

International Olympic Committee (IOC)
President Jacques Rogge has said that
London 2012 is way ahead of past host
cities after two years’ preparations.

"The reports I am getting show that in
the initial period of two years, London is
ahead of every host city we have had in
the past. That includes Beijing," Rogge
said in an interview in the Daily Telegraph.

"Beijing is now almost ready, which
means they have done a tremendous job
since the beginning, and now we are one
year from the Games. I think I will be able
to say that again in 2011 because London
is progressing extremely well."

"The construction of London 2012 should
be something that the nation can be very
proud of – in the same way as we will be
of the Games itself.

"To be considered further ahead of
previous Games at the same stage is a
good sign that the hard work and
planning is on track. The industry is not
just aiming for the Games to be delivered
on time and on budget but also to be a
model for other future Olympics around
the world. This is just another example of
how excellence prospers in the
construction industry, and we hope this
encourages young people to get involved

in industry."
The Olympic Delivery Authority (ODA) is

on track to have most of the Olympic site
cleared and cleaned by summer 2008.

The first earthworks have started in the
Olympic Park with the excavation of the
site for the London 2012 International
Broadcast  Centre and Main Press
Centre. The work on the site of the media
centre involves excavation of over 80,000
cubic metres of soil to prepare the
platform for construction work to begin in
late 2008. The excavated soil will be
reused on site for future use in
landscaping and construction.

SPEng

The historic flying Scotsman, designed by one of Britain’s best known
engineers, Sir Nigel Gresley in 1923. But where is the next generation
of great engineers going to come from, asks SOE president Ian Ling?

Big Investors get serious on Environment

A comprehensive survey of the
world’s largest institutional
investors by Mercer Investment
Consulting shows that the global
investment giants are integrating
environmental, social and
governance issues into their
investment policies.

"These findings demonstrate

that a sea change in global
investing is underway", said James
Gifford, Executive Director of the
Principles for Responsible
Investment initiative.

The initiative includes more than
200 institutional investors
representing more than US $9
trillion in assets.

SPEng
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Planning Goes Into Space SPEng

Some five years ago, a bemused chief planner
discovered that his new title was Chief Spatial
Strategist. As he said "My mother thinks I work
for NASA".

Land-use planning has always been
involved in allocating spaces, but the traditional
land use planning system is a creature of the
post war era. Many of the same problems are
still with us although the causes may be
different now: the housing shortage, industrial
dereliction and our continued love affair with the
motor car. To this has been added the need to
use fewer natural resources, the necessity of
reducing our carbon footprint, the desirability of
creating sustainable communities in urban and
rural areas, and the need to secure a viable
financial future for the countryside.
Planning issues
A basic weakness has been the lack of a
strong connection between land use planning
and the bodies dealing with other aspects of
the environment.

This is illustrated in a table from the Royal
Commission on Environmental Pollution’s 2002
Report on Environmental Planning. 

It can be seen that our efforts to pursue
sustainable development have resulted in an
unwieldy plethora of plans and strategies
conceived since the Rio Conference in 1992.
Warm words expressed in plans have not
actually delivered results because of lack of co-
ordination.
Planning reform
This RCEP Report, together with the demands
of the business community to simplify and
speed up the system, led to the reform of the
development plan system enshrined in the
2004 Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act.
Thus a two-tier system was born: with the
exception of structure plans, all plans,
programmes and strategies were linked to
either a Regional Spatial Strategy (RSS) or a
Local Development Framework (LDF).
Particulars of how local councils can best
participate in the formulation of these new
development plans will be explored in future
articles. As with travel beyond other frontiers,
spatial planning involves learning a whole new
language.
Key Characteristics 
Suffice to say that the formulation of RSSs and

LDFs has  common
characteristics:
Public participation
Participation of the public and
concerned parties in the public
and private sectors (known as
stakeholders in current
government-speak), with the
emphasis on early involvement,
naively or otherwise thought to
obviate problems at a later
stage.
Sustainability Appraisal
Sustainability Appraisal (SA) incorporating the
requirements of the European Commission’s
(EC) Directive on Strategic Environmental
Assessment, which basically ensures that the
spatial plans relate to: 
• Other plans and programmes
• International, EC, and national 

environmental protection measures;
• The ‘do nothing’ option
• The existing environmental problems
• Environmental characteristics of areas 

likely to be significantly affected.
However, SA goes beyond these requirements
to include the government’s four aims for
sustainable development:
• Social progress which recognises the need

of everyone
• Effective protection of the environment 
• The prudent use of natural resources
• The maintenance of high and stable levels of

economical growth and employment
Compulsory stages
In both the RSS and LDFs there is some form
of public inquiry and approval from the
secretary of state.
Continual monitoring
Provision for the ongoing monitoring and, if
necessary, the revision of policies in the light of
unforeseen problems and/or circumstances.

Therefore, although the core strategy of an
RSS is thought to be 15 to 20 years, and that
of LDF’s 10 years, it is hoped that individual
policies will get updated as and when required.
These will have gone through the process of
public participation, sustainability appraisal and
scrutiny by the secretary of state.

Quite how this continuous updating of
policies will work in practise is another matter.

Welcome to the brave new world of spatial
planning.
New versus the traditional
So how do the new policies differ from those of
traditional land use plans? Well, there are still
those which rely entirely for their
implementation on getting planning
permission. 

However, there will be another group that
depends on management schemes or
investment programmes which do not depend
on planning permission. For example, a traffic
congestion charging policy to improve the
environment of a town centre or financial grants
to the owners of properties in a specified area
or for a particular purpose, such as tourism. 

Lastly there will be policies which are a
mixture of both planning permission and other
measures.
Regional planning guidance 
So what is the status of Regional Planning
Guidance (RPG), structure plans and local
plans now? All RPGs automatically became
RSSs under the 2004 Act.

Structure plans will be ‘saved’ for three
years, unless RSS revisions replace structure
plan policies in whole or in part, or the secretary
of state directs that the three-year period be
extended. Relevant policies in local plans will
be ‘saved’ for three years after which local
development plan documents should have
replaced them.

But the secretary of state can extend the
transition period where replacement is
impossible or unnecessary, because the
principles of LDFs have been observed. In
reality the ghost of the old system will linger for
years to come.
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The Arsenal Diamond Club at the Emirates
Stadium in London, has been awarded the
NAS Design Partnership Award for 2007.
20/20 Ltd were the designers for the
project, and the specialist fit-out was
carried out by Hadley Shopfitters.

Runners up in the Award was
Manchester235Casino. The interior was

designed by Nicholas Hollinshead Interiors
and the shopfitting work was carried out
by WFC.

The highly commended award went to
David Collins Studio for the design of The
Artesian Bar in the Langham Hotel,
London, where the shopfitting was carried
out by Peppiatt Contracts Ltd.

The Arsenal ‘Diamond Club’, Emirates Stadium, London Wins the Design AwardSPEng



Epping Forest District Council’s
countryside team’s bid to identify the
district’s 50 favourite trees has gained
national recognition. Their tree hunt was
featured in the series of the BBC2
programme The Trees That Made Britain.

The programme’s presenters, Tony
Kirkham and Jon Hammerton from the
Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, were in the
district filming and took the opportunity to
join the judges – including The Tree
Council’s Jon Stokes – when they
considered more than 160 nominations
from Tree Wardens and others in the local
community.

The most nominated tree was the
Thomas Willingale Oak in Loughton,

Essex, named after a man who was
instrumental in the preservation of Epping
Forest. A new website was launched by
the countryside team at the end of last year
to promote the tree hunt and record and
celebrate the district’s tree heritage.

Chris worked with the council’s country
care manager Paul Hewitt to organise the
community-based project designed to
find, record and celebrate the 50 favourite
trees of the Epping Forest District. It was
funded by a grant of nearly £25,000 from
the Heritage Lottery Fund. The legacy of
the project will be a huge, interactive
database, accessible to all via the internet.

"Our Tree Wardens had already spent
some time recording local landmark trees,

so we wanted to build on this and involve
as many people as possible from the
community across the whole of our district.

"Residents’ groups, schools, local
businesses and potential Tree Wardens all
got involved, and the tree hunt has
therefore generated new interest in our
network," said Chris.

The countryside team hopes that the
project will lead to a wider community
understanding of, and involvement with,
tree protection. "Projects like these
reinforce our UK-wide Green Monuments
Campaign," said Tree Council director-
general Pauline Buchanan Black.

"The aim of our campaign is to increase
awareness of the importance of heritage
trees – which the Epping website is already
doing – and the need to give them special
protected status."

Tree Wardens Feature On TV SPEng
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Day Trip to Yorkshire Dales SPEng
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Hubberholme is twenty miles north of Skipton
and is in the neck of Langstrothdale Chase
just off the B6160 to the east of Buckden. The
church and village are well worth a visit, the
church and inn have a connected history by
being connected within the same benefice.

The church building was originally a forest
chapel. In 1241AD, it was given to the monks
of Caversham Abbey by William de Percy and
was known as the chapel of St. Oswald of
Huberham. In the 15th Century the dedication
had changed to St. Leonard and is now
known as St. Michael and All Angels.

Records show that it has been flooded by
the River Wharf and fish swam about the
pews. Could this have been the start of global
warming? The pews, choir stalls and chairs
have since been replaced by Robert
Thompson of Kilburn and his trademark
mouse appears carved on various pieces. The
stained glass was given in memory of
Rev.William Richardson Metcalfe who died in
1879 and is the workmanship of Powell Bros.
of Leeds.

The most modern is the window in memory
of the late Richard and Ethel Lewis along with
that to William and Mary Robinson. The

window, dated 1970 is the
work of artist Francis Skeat and
includes a pictorial church
history. Other window glass
depicts William Jake repairing
the road loft in 16th century.
The roof was replaced in 1978-
9 with lead coated steel as
most of the previous lead had
been stolen. 

The font is interesting 15th
century septangular design
with rough carvings around of
human, animal heads and fleur-
de-lyse. The road loft is one of
a few to have escaped the
edict of Elizabeth 1 that all such
should be destroyed. Inside the
church there is a bell dated
1601 showing the coat of arms
of Elizabeth 1.

The two bells in the tower were given to the
church in 1904. The High stone altar was
given to the church in 1965 by the Rev.B
Wood whose family lived at Oughtershaw Hall.
The alter to the north was the gift of University
College Oxford in 1862 and that in the south is

that banished across the bridge to the George
Inn where it was used as an ale bench before
being re-instated in the church.

It is interesting to note that the
church/chapel was built before Bolton or
Fountains Abbey and used continuously.

Brian Gerrard BSc (Mech), PEng, MIET©

Parish Church of St. Michael and All Angels, Hubberholme,
North Yorkshire.

Night Light Shelter SPEng

SOLAR powered lighting is now available for all types of
bus shelter. 

Queensbury shelters says it can incorporate a solar
powered system into any of its new shelters or modern
shelters can be fitted with a stand-alone unit.
The system is controlled by a Zeta-designed energy
management system and is contained within a robust
housing and fits discreetly within the roof structure to
minimise the risk of vandalism.

Solar panel lighting is the most cost-effective method of
lighting bus shelters. It avoids electricity connection and
supply charges and overcomes delays associated with
making traditional power connections. 

The system offers extra safety to passengers during
darkness and also eliminates carbon dioxide emissions.
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Villagers across England and Wales are
fighting back against the property
developers and banding together to save
village greens.

The Friends of Warneford Meadow in
Oxford are just one example of
communities working together to save local
land from developers building 1,000 homes
on the 18 acre meadow east of the city.
Sietske Boeles, a member of the group,
said "We just love the meadow. It is a place
of tranquillity and a haven for wildlife.
Generations of children have enjoyed it."

Unable to raise the £10m needed to buy
the meadow, the group have now applied
to register it as a town green, following
advice from the Open Spaces Society
(OSS).

"Once land is registered as a village
green it is protected from development",
says Kate Ashbrook, general secretary of
the OSS.

"If local people have used the land for 20
years for informal recreation without it being
stopped they can apply for green status",
Ms Ashbrook concluded.

Hands Off Our GreensSPEng

• Giving more than £200,000 in grants 
directly to local people and places to 
support innovative projects.

• Helping to bring hundreds of thousands
of pounds of extra money into the 
Forest, including Heritage Lottery 
funding.

• Supporting the Agisters, the New Forest
tour bus, the New Forest breakfast and
the New Forest Marathon.

• Providing a listening ear for the diverse 
voices in the Forest and a national voice
for the Park with ministers and policy-
makers

• Establishing strong partnerships that 
benefit the Forest – for instance, the 
project to bury unsightly overhead 
power lines underground

• Getting members, key staff, temporary 
offices and initial plans in place for April
2006

• Taking on the role of planning authority 
for the National Park and dealing with 
1330 applications in the first year

• Showing the Authority means business 
on planning enforcement - by issuing a 
‘stop order’ on inappropriate works on 
land at Copythorne, for example.

New Forest National Park AchievementsSPEng

Streamlining England’s heritage
legislation will bring many benefits, but
will involve a lot of hard preparatory work
for the historic environment sector.

The White Paper published in March is
a relatively finished article. There has
been a long lead-up to it and there are
only a couple of issues where further
consultation is requested by DCMS.

Progress from a White Paper to an
implemented and settled regime is a
political process and therefore
unpredictable, but it might run
something like this:
• ‘Heritage Protection Bill’ is drafted in 

the next few months.
• ‘The Bill enters pre-legislation scrutiny

sometime early in the next 
parliamentary year (autumn 2007)

• ‘Heritage Protection Act’ is passed in
2008, say.

• When the Act is brought into force it is
likely it will replace the Ancient 
Monuments and Archaeological 
Areas Act 1979, the Planning (Listed 
Buildings and Conservation Areas) 
Act 1990, the Historic Buildings and 
Ancient Monuments Act 1953 and the
Protection of Wrecks Act 1973 which

will all be revoked to a degree – most
probably in full.

• The Act will not come into force until 
considerably after it has been passed
– maybe two years later.

• The Act will be supplemented by a 
‘Heritage Protection Order’, which will
provide more detailed regulation (for 
example dealing with Class Consents
etc). Much of its content will be 

known at the time of passing the main
Act, although it may not be passed at
the same time. Upon the Act coming 
into force, the guidance within PPG15
and PPG16 will have to be replaced to
reflect both the new regime and the 
new language – a new ‘PPS 15’, if 
PPSs still exist by this time.

There may need to be some changes to
English Heritage’s own constitution
under the National Heritage Act 1983 to
reflect its new role within the regime.

At the moment the process seems to
have good momentum of its own. We
are now also aware of the contents of
the Planning White Paper, announcing
substantial reforms to that system.
Reforms in administration of the planning
system are obviously going to have

some reflection within reforms to the
processing of historic asset consents.

It is hoped that the Act may be
passed within the 2007/2008
Parliamentary session. If that is
achieved, then the sector has something
like three years from now in which to fully
prepare itself for the implementation of
the new law. As well as all the regulation
and guidance to come from central
government, there will be an immense
learning process for all to go through to
fully assimilate the new regime and their
roles within it.

There will be many invisible benefits to
our heritage generally if the resulting
code of protection is sufficiently clear
that it sinks gently into the
consciousness of Joe Public without Joe
needing to be a lawyer to understand it.

We should see less fighting for
protection; fewer casualties of failure
and, most thrillingly, an increase in the
care and use of historic sites. If as a
result of hard work and clear thinking
the conservation sector needs fewer
lawyers from 2010 onwards then the
world will be a better place for all sorts
of reasons.

Legal Developments - Heritage Protection Reform
Mike Harlow Legal Director, English Heritage

SPEng
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Minstead Study Centre supported by the
Sustainable Development Fund
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To counter global warming, there will be many
strategies to be followed including designing
motor vehicles, ships, trains and aircraft so as
to emit less CO2 and reducing heat losses from
homes and factories to name but a few. To
promote efficiency in business, information
technology is constantly in need of improving.
To improve the lot of some of the poorest
people living on this planet, water management
systems needed to be instigated and even in
many of the more developed countries of the
world, rainwater disposal systems need to be
improved to prevent flooding.

The common factor in all these needs is the
work of engineers. The world needs engineers
more than any other professions. Medical
resources need improving but doctors need
machines for almost all their diagnostic
functions. Agriculture depends on machines
developed by engineers and the products of
farmers have to be distributed by vehicles
designed by engineers. These vehicles have to
travel by roads and cross bridges, both
designed by engineers All this can be summed
up by the simple phrase: "The world needs
engineers".

The greater the success of the engineer, the
higher his status and the greater his power to
persuade politicians and bureaucrats to
allocate the necessary finance for important
projects. Woe betide the administrator who
ignores the positive advice from a well-known
engineer if that engineer's predictions turn out
to be right and people suffer as a result.

The status of a country is affected to a large
degree by the achievements of its engineers.
Its chemists and physicists may make unseen
but important advancements in science but
these are transient factors which are constantly
changing. What are more obvious to the world
at large are the things which are there to be
seen: the buildings, the roads, the bridges, the
vehicles, the aeroplanes - the things which
have been made and which work but are taken
for granted.

The UK has been fortunate in the past to
have many outstanding engineers - Stevenson,
Brunel, Macadam, Cockroft, Bayliss,
Bazalgette, Barnes Wallis and Whittle, to name
but a few, but engineering is becoming less
popular as young people opt for quicker or
more highly rewarded subjects for study. What
they may not realise is that engineering is often
really more EXCITING, if only they can be
persuaded to make the effort.

When a young child plays with a large
cardboard box, he is making a boat, a vehicle
or a house. If he opens the bottom of the box
and crawl through it he has made a tunnel and
if he puts one flat box across the gap between
two others, he has made a bridge. Every time
he makes something which, in his eyes, works,
that is engineering and his success gives him
satisfaction. Even if it doesn't work as he might
have wished, he has the challenge of finding
out why and success in that is also rewarding.

As he gets older a child may move on to use
Meccano or Lego and as he continues to make

something that works, success leads him to try
something new, whether it is a house, a bridge
or a crane. His creative instincts are fulfilled in
creating a machine or a system which can be
seen to work and this produces satisfaction
and pride which demonstrates that it is
EXCITING !!

Whatever he or she creates, the result is a
form of success even if it is small or an
insignificant part of something much larger, but
it is all engineering. Satisfaction and excitement
is not limited to the large projects. All that is
necessary is the creation of something which
works.

The design of a machine or structure which
performs as is hoped may be based on the
theory developed by the scientist and may also
be good to look at, but it is still engineering. Its
appearance and finish may be augmented
superficially by the skill of the artist and
craftsmen but its success may be
demonstrated by its economy of scale, using
only that amount of work and material
necessary to achieve the required result.

The craftsmen who work only in the way
their fathers worked may still produce results
which satisfy the practical requirements and
also items of beauty. They may not understand
personally why certain methods have been
found to work but they are using instinctive
inborn engineering skills and achieve
satisfaction as a result.

Some young people only aspire to become
technicians and tradesmen and the necessary
skills are very valuable to the community but
whilst the technician only knows how to do
particular tasks and may do them very well, it is
only the next step up to understand why these
tasks are carried out in a particular way and it
is the knowing why which upgrades the
technician to the engineer who can widen his
(or her) horizons to produce new and even
more exciting projects. Even if these are
simple, they can be part of something larger
and every success can lead to something
better giving enormous self-satisfaction. Even
failures can lead the same way because the
man who has never made a mistake has never
made anything. For the man who has made
something, the world of success is before him.

What is needed in the UK is an attitude of
mind which says that "I can make something
useful if I put my mind to it" and the more effort
it takes, the greater the satisfaction. Many who
have chosen the easy way to obtain relatively
worthless qualifications which can be achieved
with little effort have found to their cost that
they have never made any thing of their lives.
They may even have made money but they
have never achieved the satisfaction that is
available to the true engineer. I am reminded of
the book by Neville Shute called "Trustee from
the Toolroom". The hero of the story is an
engineer who is a simple man who has had
many adventures throughout the world by
following the skills he has acquired through his
profession. The story ends with the authors
comment " He has achieved the type of life that

he desires: he wants no other. He is perfectly,
supremely happy".

If we can encourage the young people in
the UK to make something, they have the
chance to achieve that satisfaction which helps
the country to achieve something and helps
the young people themselves to gain the
happiness which goes with the satisfaction of
achievement. If; as fellow engineers, we can do
that, we shall have achieved something
ourselves.

The need now is to promote the concept
that engineering can be fundamentally
necessary to the world but also exciting and
very rewarding. We should also aim to
persuade government to encourage not only
training in engineering but the basic
educational skills necessary for this end. Now
is the time for Professional Engineers to take a
lead in this important task.

So what are we to do about it? Council has
been discussing a possible scheme which
would need volunteers to help to make it work.
"But it won't work", they said. "It needs
volunteers and our members won't volunteer",
they said; "not even for small and
administrative jobs which they can do at home
- they never do volunteer", they said. "They
only joined to get the letters after their names",
they said. But I said that most of our members
are also members of other engineering bodies
and they have enough letters after their names
already - at least that's what I ought to have
said but I only thought about it afterwards.
They are Professional Engineers and true
professionals are more public spirited than that.
They are capable of taking a longer-term view.
What is good for the country and the world is
good for them too. We need to foster the
general idea that for many problems, the
answer should be " Send for an Engineer".

So here is the challenge. Enclosed with
this issue of the Journal is a form which I hope
some of you will return to let us now if you are
willing to assist in this project. Many of the
tasks can be carried out at home or by
spending a short period of time at the office or
home computer. Engineers often have skills
outside pure engineering and these may be
able to be put to good use for the benefit of the
professions and the public. However, we need
to know about them.

Of course the cynics may be right; we may
find that none of our members are prepared to
help. It is possible that they all want to sit back
and leave the work to the few fools who have
nothing better to do with their lives. If that is the
case, I'm sorry. I believe in professionalism. I
have been a member of Council for a number
of years and I have served as President for two
years. I am still working at the age of 76
because I believe that engineering is exciting
and rewarding and promoting engineering is a
worthwhile activity. Perhaps I have been
wasting my time. Perhaps I should just give up,
settle down in my armchair and wait to die. I
hope not!

David Parratt, Past President
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Chief Executive: David Gibson BA, MSc, DMS, FBEng., MRICS • Administration: Gillian Stacey

Other Professional Bodies

Reciprocal Membership Arrangement

with other Professional Bodies

Reciprocal membership arrangements are in force with the bodies
mentioned below. In every case Members wishing to apply should
first contact the Society for an Application Form and/or a letter of
recommendation.

National Society of Professional Engineers®

1420 King Street, Alexandria, Virginia, 22314 - 2794, USA
Tel: (703) 684 2800  •  Fax: (703) 836 4875 • www.nspe.org

The China Civil Engineering Society (CCES)

Zhang Junqing, Director, Dept. of International Contact
PO Box: 2500, 9, San Li He Rd., Beijing 100835, China

Tel: 00 86 10 58933071 • Fax: 00 8610 58933071 • www.cces.net.cn

Societe Nationale des Ingenieurs Professionnels de France (IPF)

6 bd de la libération, Bat Perinord, 93284 Saint Denis cedex, France
Tel: 01 41 95 25 50 • Fax: 01 41 95 25 51

Hong Kong Institution of Construction Engineers Ltd

HO, David K. M., B.Eng, P.Eng., M.Eng., FASI, FCIOB,
FHKIConstE, MASCE, MIMgt, MHKMA, MHKIM.

Unit D, 5/f, No.1 Cheung Sing Mansion,
Cheung Sha Wan Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong

(Hong Kong Institution of Construction Engineers Ltd)
Tel: 00 852 2776 7232 • Fax: 00 852 3599 2239

Website: www.constructionengineers.org.hk

The Association of Building Engineers

The Membership Secretary Association
of Building Engineers

Lutyens House, Billing Brook Road, Weston Favell,
Northampton NN3 8NW

Tel: (01604) 404121 • Fax: (01604) 784220

The Institution of Diagnostic Engineers

7 Weir Road, Kibworth, Leicester LE8 0LQ
Tel: 0116 279 6772  •  Fax: 0116 279 6884

Self Inking Personal Stamps
As Members will be aware the Society has for many years had on
offer a Stamp for use on notepaper and drawings containing the
name of the Society and the name and Registration Number of the
Member. The Firm that supplies the Stamps can now offer a self-
inking Stamp which produces an even more finished appearance
and is enclosed in an impressive case that will sit well
on the office desk. These are now available from the
Society at the  modest price of £30.00 each which
includes VAT, postage and packing.

Lapel Badges
Lapel Badges are now available from the Society at a cost of £2.00
each inclusive  of postage. All paid up members are encouraged to
purchase a lapel badge to indicate their membership of the Society,
and to be proud to wear it among their professional colleagues.

SPEng

The Professional Engineer is Published by
The Society of Professional Engineers

Editor: Brian R. Dixon, P.Eng.

All correspondence should be sent to the following address:
Lutyens House, Billing Brook Road,

Weston Favell, Northampton NN3 8NW

Designed and printed by: Spingold Graphics  Tel: 01206 262751

The Society of Professional Engineers, as a body, is not responsible for
the statements or opinions expressed in this bulletin.

Society Ties
We are pleased to advise members that we now have good quality ties in stock of polyester satin in Silver Grey, Navy and Maroon with the
Society Logo picked out in gold, They are very striking and will certainly provoke discussion when worn in the office and at business meetings
and training. Support the Society by ordering one now at the modest price of £11.50 (including postage and packing).

Do you have non-member colleagues? Encourage them to join the Register
A membership information pack is available on request from

The Society of Professional Engineers, Lutyens House, Billing Brook Road, Weston Favell, Northampton NN3 8NW
Tel: 01604 415729 • Fax: 01604 415729 • Email: gillian.stacey@abe.org.uk
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Matthew Boulton College SPEng

The Matthew Boulton
College of Further and Higher
Education, Birmingham, the
project that won Steven
Roome his gold medal in the
New Build / Refurbishment
Projects Between £15-£25
million at CMYA 2006.

England’s Historic Environment SPEng

England’s historic environment can tell stories of
extraordinary diversity and richness. More people
than ever before are engaging with these stories
and telling their own.

The grave of Myrtilla in the churchyard at St.
Lawrence, Oxhill, Stratford-upon-Avon,
Warwickshire.

The inscribed headstone is unusual in
commemorating an enslaved woman: ‘Here lyeth
the body of Myrtilla, negro slave to Mr. Thos
Beauchamp of Nevis. Bapt. Oct. ye 20th. Buried
Jan ye 6th, 1705’.
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Pillar to Post SPEng

Did you know that the introduction of the
pillar box sparked off a social revolution?
We tell the tale.

Like double-decker buses, cricket and
warm beer, pillar boxes are a symbol of
Britain. But did you know we got the idea
from France, where they have used them
since the 1600s? It was in 1852 that the
Victorian novelist Anthony Trollope, who
was then working for the Post Office, had
the idea of using them here.

The introduction of the Penny Black
stamp in 1840 changed the way mail was
sent. Instead of getting letters weighed and
then stamped, you could just use your own
stamps. Unfortunately, to send it, you still
had to take it to a Post Office branch,

sometimes miles away. Postboxes were
the solution. 

The first boxes were introduced in
November 1852 in St Helier, Jersey. As
they were a success, the following year the
first box appeared on the mainland, in
Carlisle. 

Initially, different regions developed their
own boxes. London’s box (stubby and
rectangular) was replaced because people
complained it was ugly. Another, designed
by the Department of Sciences and Arts,
looked great but had the slot on the top –
so the mail got ruined when it rained.

The first National Standard box was
unveiled in 1859, painted green so as to be
unobtrusive. Too unobtrusive, as it turned

out – people kept
walking into them.
Red became the
standard colour in
1874.

In the meantime,
the number of
boxes rose
sharply. There
were 25,082 by
1878. And in

1879, a new standard was introduced, the
Type A; cylindrical, bearing the Royal
cipher, with a wide brim. This design has
remained largely unchanged.

Their spread fuelled a social revolution
and not just in letter-writing (2.6 billion a
year by 1900). There was a crime wave as
people sought ways to steal from boxes
(treacle inside the slit to catch falling letters)
and they also improved house prices, with
property adverts boasting of a ‘pillar letter
box nearby’.

So, when you next pass a postbox just
think: it’s not merely a piece of street
furniture, it’s the Che Guevara of Acacia
Avenue – a red revolutionary that shaped
the way we live now.
Did you know
• There are 115,500 postboxes in the UK
• Each can hold 300-400 letters
• Around 10 million letters are 

collected from postboxes each day
• Some pillar boxes are over 100 

years old. Look at the Royal ciphers:   
VR is for Queen Victoria, who reigned 
1837-1901

• You can visit www.postalheritage.org.uk
to find out more about the postal past


